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Let me introduce myself.
My name is Dayna Davis – music extraordinaire.
Well, maybe that is an overstatement, but truth is, I’m a very cool person

I am an artist, musician, producer, songwriter, arranger, vocalist,
indie label & publisher owner, all-around good person and awesome friend.
It’s quite challenging to talk about myself in a humble and cohesive
manner, but here’s my best go of it:
classic charm.
Basically, I’m an old soul in a youthful body with a fresh perspective on
life.
I tell it like it is, in a diplomatic fashion, all with a smile.
I’m sweet, polite, and professional. I’m conservative and classy, but
certainly not a bore. I’m fun, and probably funny, but no trouble-maker.
I’m a lover; not a fighter. I’ve got the old-fashion tradition of the
South; free spirit of the West; forward thinking of the East, and good
ole’ Midwest charm. I’m a unique blend of everything that everyone loves
<3
leather & lace.
A friend/fan of mine described me as leather and lace, and I think she
nailed it! Leather is perceived as being daring, racy, bold, and sexy.
And lace, traditionally speaking, is considered, dainty, cute, and sweet.
If you put them together, you get this moderately spicy image that’s
wholesomely, intriguing ;-)
diverse.
Here’s the skinny: I’m a world traveler. I love culture. My audience
consists of folks from the cradle to the grave. I enjoy oldies, doo wop,
and Motown. I also enjoy classical and jazz. AND I enjoy pop, R&B, reggae,
and country. I even enjoy Christian and gospel. I like it all! Each of
those genres has influenced me in special ways. And in true DayRae
fashion, I put together a cohesively, diverse show for all to enjoy 
biggie-smalls effect.
What’s my story? I don’t know, but we can chat over a cup of coffee and
you’ll figure it out! But, what I can say is my “stick” is that I’m this
petite girl, with a big voice and personality that you probably wouldn’t
guess I had, based off of a first impression.
so what?
So…I said all that to say that, this is who I am as a person and as an
artist. I will remain true to my moral standards. I won’t try to fit in a
box. And I plan to be a global artist. I strive to cross over in smooth
jazz, r&b, pop, country, Disney and adult-contemporary lanes. I’m in
search of a team who can help me accomplish this dream.

